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Chapter 22

GRACE: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF HYDROGEN
PRODUCTION BY MEMBRANE REACTION

Giuseppe Barbieri1 and Paola Bernardo2

1Institute for Membrane Technology (ITM-CNR), University of Calabria,
Cubo 17/C, via Pietro Bucci, 87030 Rende CS, Italy

2University of Calabria, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials,
Cubo 44, via Pietro Bucci, 87030 Rende CS, Italy

ABSTRACT

Water gas shift reaction, widely used for upgrading H2 containing streams, was analyzed in a
membrane reactor (MR) using tubular Pd/Ag, silica and zeolite-A supported Pd membranes supplied
by SINTEF (Norway), the University of Twente (The Netherlands) and the University of Zaragoza
(Spain), respectively. MR experiments were carried out investigating the effect of temperature (200–
338 8C), reaction pressure (up to 550 kPa), partial pressure difference, sweep factor (0–7.5) and space
velocity (472–2308 h21) on CO conversion and identifying rate determining step (kinetics or
thermodynamics).

H2O/CO feed molar ratio was around the stoichiometric value. However, three different streams were fed to
the MR: an equimolecular H2O/CO stream; an “ATR exit þ Extra Steam” stream (20% CO, 20% H2O, 10%
CO2, 50% H2); and the outlet stream (partially converted) of a traditional reactor (TR) placed before the
MR. TR experiments were also performed at a high SV (15,050 h21). A commercial, Haldor-Topsoe low
temperature Cu–Zn oxides-based catalyst (LK821-2) was employed in both MR and TR.

TR equilibrium conversion (TR-EC) was considered as reference because it is the upper limit for typical
reactors. This constraint can be overcome by MR as a consequence of H2 removal by means of a selective
membrane.

CO conversion measured in MR experiments, using the SINTEF and Twente University membranes,
significantly overcome the thermodynamic limit for TR, depending also on the operating conditions, mainly
temperature, pressure and feed composition. In some cases a total conversion was obtained. Also, the use of
a TR before the MR allows the TR-EC to be overcome. The conversion showed by the Zaragoza University
membranes slightly overcame the TR-EC. Other parameters such as reaction pressure or sweep factor have
a positive effect on conversion.

All the membranes were also characterized by means of permeation measurements with a pressure drop (for
single gas) and concentration gradient (for gas mixture) methods. The experimental work provided valuable
information about the different membrane types and gives useful experimental information on the
membrane WGS reactor concept.

INTRODUCTION

Developed countries worked out a planetary energy policy whose objectives are the rational use of energy
and environmental safeguarding. These countries have also taken into account the strategic objective of
ensuring energy supply by exploiting different energy sources. The energy–environment connection, which
has represented a tendency line, is nowadays becoming the prevailing trend. In particular, the reduction of
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greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2 and CH4) emission is considered in the Kyoto protocol as one of the major
challenges in the air pollution context. Kyoto protocol implementation will have a strong impact on energy
source and technology exploitation, favoring lower carbon content sources and higher efficiency conversion
technologies.

Membrane reactor (MR) thermodynamic equilibrium is different from that of a TR: selective removal of one
or more reaction products drives reaction(s) to the right, thus increasing reactant conversion. Product
removal happens as far as a difference in the partial pressures of products exists between the two membrane
sides. To calculate MR equilibrium conversion, Barbieri et al.[1] showed that the condition of permeating
equilibrium, expressed by the equality of the partial pressures on both membrane sides, must be added to the
constraints related to reactive equilibrium.

In a chemical reactor (of finite dimension) conversion depends on kinetics and operating variables (e.g.
temperature, feed molar ratio, feed flow rate). Temperature and pressure on the permeate side and sweep
factor must be considered for evaluating MR conversion. Furthermore, MR conversion depends on the
transport mechanism through the membrane of the permeable species (e.g. Sievert’s law) and geometric
parameters (e.g. membrane area/thickness ratio). Therefore, a more compact design is possible.

The Grangemouth CO2 capture project (GRACE) concerns the development of new membrane-based
systems for CO2 capture in petrochemical plants, improving new technologies for hydrogen MRs with a
better fuel use and reducing, in the meantime, CO2 production for a given feedstock.

The reaction studied in this work is water gas shift (WGS):

COþ H2O ¼ CO2 þ H2 DH8298 ¼ 241 kJ=mol

This reaction is exothermic and characterized by no variation in the number of moles. Thus, the CO
equilibrium conversion is favored by low temperature and, in a traditional reactor (TR), it does not depend
on the reaction pressure. Figure 1 reports the calculated CO equilibrium conversion in a TR and in an MR,
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Figure 1: Thermodynamic equilibrium CO conversion vs. T for TR and MR at different reaction

pressures [2]. P Permeation ¼ 101 kPa, H2O/CO feed molar ratio ðmÞ ¼ 1; sweep factor ðIÞ ¼ 10:
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for different reaction pressures, considering a Pd-based membrane [2]. A higher reaction pressure
increases H2 permeation and thus CO equilibrium conversion in MR is higher than that predicted by
thermodynamics for a TR.

Industrially, a Fe–Cr based catalyst at a high temperature (350–420 8C) and a Cu–Zn based catalyst at a
medium (250–350 8C) or low temperature (180–250 8C) are employed. A commercial low temperature
Cu–Zn oxides based catalyst (Haldor-Topsoe, LK821-2) was used in this work.

In the open literature, some chapters deal with WGS reaction in MRs at an operating temperature higher
than 300 8C. Kikuchi et al. [3], working with a Pd-based (glass-supported) MR at 400 8C, reached a
complete conversion at a high reaction pressure (500 kPa). Criscuoli et al.[4] measured the CO conversion
in a Pd-based MR at 325 8C using three different feed mixtures; complete conversion was achieved with the
feed mixture containing less hydrogen (4%) at the lowest SV (highest time-factor ,16,000 gcat min
CO mol21). Basile et al. [5] analyzed WGS reaction in MRs, using micro porous ceramic tubes with a thin
Pd and Pd/Ag film, in the temperature range 331–350 8C and with a time-factor up to 3000 gcat min
CO mol21 (the same as Ref. [3]), obtaining a maximum conversion of 96.8%.

WGS reaction analysis in MRs investigating the effect of several parameters such as temperature and pressure
on both the reaction and permeation sides, trans-membrane pressure difference (DP TM, the driving force of
permeation), H2O/CO feed molar ratio (m), space velocity (SV), sweep factor (I), etc. was carried out.

The operating conditions used are reported in Table 1.

At a low temperature WGS kinetics is also low. Thus, H2 partial pressure is too low for a profitable
permeation, particularly in the first part of reactor: a higher temperature and/or H2 containing feed streams
were used. Three different configurations were adopted for MR tests (Figure 2). In the first, a mixture of CO
and H2O (m , 1) was fed to the MR (Figure 2a). Other experiments were carried out with the same molar
feed ratio, but using a traditional WGS reactor before the MR (Figure 2b). Therefore, a partially converted
stream was fed to MR; due to H2 presence also in the first part of MR, the membrane was used more
profitably. In order to have a more realistic indication of the MR performance in an industrial application, a
gas mixture similar to that produced by an oxygen-blown ATR (“ATR þ Extra steam”: 20% CO, 20% H2O,
10% CO2, 50% H2) was fed to the MR (Figure 2c).

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental equipment consists of a furnace, with PID control, containing the MR and the
instruments for controlling and monitoring all streams. The furnace available does not allow placing
the tubular MR in a vertical position; thus the reactor was placed in a horizontal position. However,
when the catalyst was packed in the annular space and in order to avoid by-pass problems, reactants
were fed from the bottom and the retentate stream exited from the SS-shell top. An HPLC pump was
utilized for liquid water feeding. A coil, located in the furnace, allows water vaporization before its
mixing with CO. Mass flow controllers (MFCs, Brooks Instrument 5850S) were used for controlling

TABLE 1
OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR REACTION IN MRS

Variable Range

Temperature, 8C 210–338

H2O/CO feed molar ratio (m) ,1

Space velocity (SV), h21 482–2308

Sweep factor (I) 0–7.5

Reaction pressure, kPa 101–550
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the flow rate of all inlet gaseous streams. Bubble soap flow-meters were used to measure the flow rate
of the outlet streams. No automated instrument (e.g. MFC) can be utilized because the outlet
composition is not known a priori and is different in each measurement. Back pressure controllers
(BPCs, Brooks Instrument 5866) were used to set retentate and permeate pressures at desired values.

Chemical analyses were performed by means of an Agilent 6890N gas chromatograph equipped with
two analytical lines: one for the retentate stream and the other for the permeate one. Each line was
equipped with two columns: an HP-Plot-5A (for separating permanent gases such as H2, N2 and CO)
and an HP-Poraplot-Q (for the other species).

The permeation driving force is defined, for each species, as the trans-membrane pressure difference
(DPi

TM) between the reaction and permeate sides. Any pressure variation generated on outlet streams
produces a variation on the species permeation. A GC with one analytical line requires a switching
valve that changes the pressures. The GC configuration used in this work allows the analysis of both
outlet (retentate and permeate) streams at the same time, avoiding any pressure variation on the
reaction and permeation sides, with no effect on the stationary state.

A tube in tube module for tubular membranes and a double cell for flat membranes were used for permeation
and reaction tests. A tubular MR is more suitable for an industrial application. On the laboratory-scale, this
configuration allows an easier data analysis. It consists of an inner tube, the supported membrane, and an
outer one, the SS-shell. The sealing between the SS-shell and the membrane is realized, for each membrane
end, by means of a graphite gasket supported by an SS O-ring.

Figure 2: Schemes of the configurations used in reaction tests.
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Two tubular MR configurations can be realized when a catalyst is packed: (a) catalyst packed in the core
of the tube, (b) catalyst packed in the annular space between the supported membrane and SS-shell.
These two configurations are characterized by different conditions, e.g. the overall heat exchange
coefficients between the reaction volume and the furnace and those between permeate and reaction
streams, etc. [6].

The flat membranes were assembled in an SS-cell by means of teflon O-rings. The membrane separates the
two zones, one of which is packed with the catalyst.

MR configuration depends also on the side where the membrane separating layer is located, since a direct
contact between the top layer and catalyst pellets can damage the membrane reducing its perm-selectivity
properties. Therefore, the catalyst was generally packed on the opposite side with respect to the membrane
separating layer, except for third and fourth generation SINTEF membranes covered with an external
protective porous layer.

Gas permeation measurements were performed following the pressure drop or concentration gradient
methods. In the pressure drop method the permeation driving force (DP TM) is the absolute pressure
drop applied between the two membrane sides. It was realized setting P Feed and maintaining P Permeate

at the atmospheric value (101 kPa). In the concentration gradient method gases are supplied at both
membrane sides; in particular, a sweep gas is fed at the permeate side. In this way, permeation is due
to concentration gradients: the driving force can be expressed as difference of species partial pressure.
This method needs a chemical analysis too.

A permeation test allows measuring the permeating flux through the membrane and evaluating the gas
permeance, calculated as the ratio between the permeating flux and DPTM

i :

The ratio of the permeance of two gases, measured at the same temperature, is the ideal separation factor
(SF). The actual SF is defined, for gas-mixture permeation, using the molar composition of permeate and
retentate. The feed fraction that permeates through the membrane is indicated as the stage-cut (u) and it can
be also defined for each species.

The main variables considered in reaction tests are temperature, reaction pressure, H2O/CO feed molar ratio
(m) and space velocity. CO conversion of TR was calculated using the equation:

CO conversion ¼
FOut

CO2

FFeed
CO

; ½2�

In an MR, both outlet streams must be taken into account for calculating CO conversion:

CO conversion ¼
FRetentate

CO2
þ FPermeate

CO2

FFeed
CO

; ½2�

The expression used to calculate the CO conversion gives the lowest possible value. In fact, only the CO2

measured is considered and not the missing CO. The highest value can be obtained adding the “carbon
balance”:

Carbon balance ¼ 2
FFeed

CO 2 ðFRetentateþPermeate
CO þ FRetentateþPermeate

CO2
Þ

FFeed
CO

; ½2�

TR equilibrium conversion (TR-EC), the maximum conversion obtainable in this system, was considered as
reference and the conversion measured in MRs was compared with it, even though conversion of a finite TR
operating in the same conditions gives a more direct comparison.
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Other important variables, characterizing an MR, are P Permeate and the sweep factor (I) which represents the
system extractive capacity [6].

For the configuration coupling TR with MR (see Figure 2b) the overall SV was calculated as

SVTRþMR ¼
QFeed

VTR
Catalyst þ VMR

Catalyst

; ½h21�

The relationship among SVTR and SVMR and SVTRþMR is:

1

SVTRþMR

¼ 1

SVTR

þ 1

SVMR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature range considered was 200–338 8C; the reaction pressure was up to 550 kPa and H2O/CO
feed molar ratio (m) was around the stoichiometric value. For the MR, nitrogen, flowing in co-current
direction with reactant stream, was used as sweep gas with a sweep factor (I) varying between 0 and 7.5. The
space velocity was varied in the range 472–2308 h21; a value of 2000 h21 was considered as reference since
close to those of industrial interest. In addition, some TR experiments were performed also at 15,050 h21.

MR Experiments Using SINTEF Pd-based Membranes
Table 2 reports the main characteristics of the Pd-based tubular membranes developed by SINTEF. All
membranes have a Pd-based foil covering the central external surface of a tubular SS support; the SS
membrane ends are used for connecting together the membrane and MR shell. Therefore, there are two
kinds of sealing: one between the Pd-based layer and the support and the other between the membrane and
the SS-shell.

The operating procedure indicated by SINTEF was: 300 8C as maximum operating temperature; no
exposure to hydrogen at temperature below 200 8C; overpressure from outside to inside because the Pd/Ag
layer was a foil covering the support.

The third and fourth generations of SINTEF membranes have a protective filter over the Pd-based layer.
Therefore, the catalyst was packed in the annular space of the MR (the same as the membrane side).
Consequently, a reaction pressure higher than the permeate pressure was used in this case.

Results of the permeation tests, carried out on SINTEF membranes at different temperatures, with or
without sweep gas, are reported in Figure 3. By increasing the temperature a little, a decrease in H2

permeating flux, and also in the permeance, was observed, while the sweep gas use always resulted in the
permeate flux increase.

No N2 permeation was observed for SINTEF G2-2, indicating the good quality of the membrane. N2

observed permeation for SINTEF G3-2 is an indication of no ideal membrane behavior or defect presence in
the sealing. This is also confirmed by the low ideal SF (H2/N2) which is equal to 2.75 at 255 8C and to 2.53 at
286.5 8C. Also, SINTEF G2-3 presented N2 permeation; however, the ideal SF (H2/N2) was 10.3 at 260 8C
and 9.3 at 280 8C, higher than measured for SINTEF G3-2. In particular, the H2 permeating flux is almost
equal for the two membranes, while G3-2 has a higher N2 flux and consequently a reduced ideal SF.

Reaction measurements were performed on SINTEF G1-2 up to 280 8C, varying the SV from 1385 to
2308 h21 (Figure 4). CO conversion follows the thermodynamic prediction for a SV up to 1847 h21. At a
higher space velocity (2308 h21) the kinetics becomes the rate determining step.

Also, the reaction experiments performed on SINTEF G2-3 in the temperature range 260–300 8C, at an SV
equal to 2085 h21 are reported in Figure 4. A CO conversion higher than TR-EC was achieved. Thus, better
results with respect to SINTEF G1-2 were obtained, even at similar operating conditions, except for
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TABLE 2
PD-BASED MEMBRANES SUPPLIED BY SINTEF

Membrane
name

Membrane Support

OD
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Average
thickness

(mm)

Area
(cm2)

Total
length
(mm)

Characteristics

SINTEF

G1-1

13.35 20 6.75 8.39 70 Porous SS, with

drilled 0.5 mm

holes

Catalyst packed

inside tubular

membrane

SINTEF

G1-2

13.35 10 1.5 4.19 70 316L SS, Pall

AccuSep

(pore size

of 5 mm)

SINTEF

G2-2

12.70 22 1.95 8.78 78

SINTEF

G2-3

12.70 22 1.13 8.78 78

SINTEF

G3-1

12.70 22 1.3 8.78 78 316L SS, Pall

AccuSep (pore

size of 5 mm)

with a protective

filter over the

membrane layer

Catalyst packed

in the annular

space between

the membrane

and SS-shell

SINTEF

G3-2

12.70 22 1.3 8.78 78

SINTEF

G4-1

12.70 22 1.3 8.78 78

Figure 3: SINTEF Pd-based membranes: H2 permeance vs. T.
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temperature. No significant changes in CO conversion were observed by increasing temperature, even
though the difference between the MR and TR-EC increases at higher temperatures.

Reaction tests were also performed on SINTEF G4-1 at 289 8C (Figure 4), working with a sweep factor
equal to 1. These first results are very interesting: MR CO conversion (98%) is higher than TR-EC also at a
high SV (1770 h21). In addition to this good conversion value, no N2 (sweep gas) was found in the retentate
stream, while no CO or CO2 were found in the permeate stream.

Reaction Experiments Coupling TR and MR
Due to the slow WGS kinetics, in the first reactor section the H2 partial pressure on the reaction side is low;
therefore, no significant H2 permeation can occur. In order to improve CO conversion, a TR was used before
the MR as described in Figure 2c; thus, a partially converted stream was fed to the MR. H2 presence in the
stream fed to MR allowed a significant permeation also in the first part of MR, using the Pd-based
membrane more profitably.

Experimental results using SINTEF G1-2 (Figure 5), with space velocity values in the range
SVTRþMR ¼ 1279–4138 h21, were very interesting, since the TR-EC was overcome and the rate
determining step was changed from kinetic (only MR) to thermodynamic. In particular, at the lowest
temperature a CO conversion increase of 15% (from 82 to 97%) was observed. Less advantage was obtained
at the highest temperature.

MR reaction experiments were performed on SINTEF G3-1 at 290 8C (Figure 6): by increasing the sweep
factor (up to 2) a higher CO conversion was measured. In order to improve the MR performances, as already
done with SINTEF G1-2, a TR was placed before the MR. In this way, a CO conversion higher than TR-EC
was measured (Figure 6), particularly at high sweep factor values (up to 8).

Figure 4: CO conversion vs. T for SINTEF G1-2 (wcat ¼ 1.5 g), SINTEF G2-3 (wcat ¼ 4.72 g) and

SINTEF G4-1. Average values (symbols) and mass balance on carbon (connected horizontal dash).
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Figure 6: SINTEF G3-1—CO conversion vs. Sweep factor. Average values (symbols) and mass balance on

carbon (connected horizontal dash).
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A new set of experiments at a low SVMR (472 h21), but at high P Reaction (200 kPa) showed a high CO
conversion (Figure 6). Increasing SVMR (1770 h21), but with a DP TM different from zero (80–90 kPa),
very high CO conversions were measured. In this last case, a maximum CO conversion was observed at
I ¼ 4:5: Other experiments performed at I ¼ 4:5; varying the stage-cut, showed a CO conversion almost
complete (Figure 6).

Figure 7 reports the same data in terms of stage-cut vs. DP TM for H2, CH4, and CO2. Even though the same
number of moles of CO2 and H2 are formed by the WGS reaction, a higher stage-cut can be observed for H2.
However, CO presents a low DP TM: no CO in the permeate stream and only a little unconverted CO amount
in the retentate stream, due to its consumption in the reaction and also to the good quality of the membrane.
The distribution of these species suggests the MR works well allowing H2 permeation and no CO2 or CO
permeation. The small amount of CO2 in the permeate stream can be due to defects in the sealing between
the membrane foil and SS-support.

Reaction Experiments Using a Feed Stream Close to that of the “ATR Exit þ Extra Steam”
MR experiments were performed on SINTEF G2-3 using a feed stream with a composition (20% CO, 20%
H2O, 10% CO2 and 50% H2) close to that of the “ATR exit þ Extra Steam”. As shown in Figure 8, also in
this case, it was possible to achieve CO conversion significantly higher than the TR-EC limit. In the
considered temperature range (260–300 8C) CO conversion follows the thermodynamic prediction, thus
better conversions were reached working at lower temperatures.

MR Experiments Using Silica Membranes Supplied by Twente University
Table 3 reports a summary of the main characteristics of the membranes supplied by Twente University.
These membranes have a silica layer on an inorganic support. Each end has a sealing glaze in order to
connect it with the MR shell.

Before any experiment, a pre-treatment procedure indicated by Twente University, was followed: a slow
heating at a rate ,1 8C/min up to 200 8C while permeating H2.
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Figure 7: SINTEF G3-1—reaction tests: stage-cut vs. DPi.
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In this kind of microporous membranes, the expected transport mechanism is “molecular sieving” with
smaller molecules permeating faster through the membrane. Kinetic diameters of the molecules considered
in permeation tests are reported in Table 4. Therefore, H2 is expected to be the most permeable species.

Results of permeation tests with single gases (H2, N2, CO, CO2, CH4) obtained at different temperatures are
reported in Table 5.

During the heating of UniTwente 2 membrane no H2 permeating flux was observed up to 100 8C. The so-
called “methane test” is a good indicator of the membrane quality since an ideal silica membrane should
have zero permeability to CH4, due to its high kinetic diameter. At room temperature no methane

Figure 8: SINTEF G2-3—CO conversion vs. T : Feed stream composition close to that of the “ATR

exit 1 Extra Steam”. Total feed flow rate 5 100 cm3(STP)/min. Average values (symbols) and mass

balance on carbon (connected horizontal dash).

TABLE 3
SILICA MEMBRANES SUPPLIED BY TWENTE UNIVERSITY

Membrane Support

Name Geometry Separating
layer

location

OD
(mm)

ID
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Area
(cm2)

Size of each
sealed

end (mm)

UniTwente 1 Tubular Internal 10 7 66 14.5 15

UniTwente 2 10 7 90 19.8 5

UniTwente 3 Flat Upper 39 15.6 – 1.9 7 (annulus)

UniTwente 4 Tubular Internal 10 7 70 15.4 5

UniTwente 5 10 7 70 15.4 5

UniTwente 6 Flat Upper 39 15.6 – 1.9 7
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permeating flux was detected for UniTwente 2 membrane. After the pre-treatment procedure UniTwente 2
membrane presented CH4 permeability (Table 6).

No H2 permeating flux was observed up to 100 8C for UniTwente 3 flat membrane. The measured gas
permeances were almost independent from DP TM and T. This latter aspect suggests excluding Knudsen flux
as governing the transport mechanism, since Knudsen flux decreases with temperature. The permeation
order follows the kinetic diameters: smaller molecules permeate faster. In order to investigate the membrane
stability in WGS reaction condition, the UniTwente 3 membrane was exposed to a steam flow for about 7 h.
H2 permeance measured (T ¼ 208 8C, DP TM ¼ 300 kPa) after steam exposure (97 nmol/m2 s Pa), was
about 40% that of the precedent value (241 nmol/m2 s Pa), suggesting a membrane modification due to
water vapor. In fact, the silica layer is hydrophilic and undergoes a structural change in the presence of water
vapor. This change consists in a densification of the silica layer with a partial loss of OH groups [7].

Hydrogen permeance for the UniTwente 4 membrane (Table 5) increased with temperature, suggesting an
activated transport mechanism. Permeance of other gases, instead, were independent of temperature and
almost equal. As a consequence, ideal SF increased with temperature. In addition, experiments were carried
out with two feed mixtures of H2 and N2:

. Mixture 1, containing 50.38% of H2

. Mixture 2, containing 77.00% of H2.

Results of permeation tests with mixtures and pure gases, at T ¼ 157 8C and DP TM ¼ 60 kPa are reported
in Figure 9. Nitrogen presence in the feed stream reduced H2 permeance of about 95% (Mixture 1) and 70%

TABLE 4
KINETIC DIAMETER OF THE SPECIES USED IN PERMEATION EXPERIMENTS

Species H2O H2 CO2 N2 CO CH4

Kinetic diameter, Å 2.65 2.89 3.30 3.64 3.76 3.80

TABLE 5
UNITWENTE MEMBRANES—PERMEATION EXPERIMENTS

Membrane T, 8C DP TM, kPa Permeance, nmol/m2 s Pa idealSF-

H2 CO2 N2 CO CH4 H2/N2

UniTwente 1 200 20 470

210 1570 392 451 661 3.07

UniTwente 2 188a 290 374 128

UniTwente 3 186b 300 241.1 15.6 6.1 6.5 Not detected 39.5

208b 240.7 15.3 5.6 3.7 6.3 43.0

UniTwente 4 157 60 232 4.25 5.21 54.5

187 299 12.1 4.3 4.6 69.3

206 365 11.9 4.6 5 79.4

UniTwente 5 250 60 844 143 5.9

100 895 150 6.0

160 953 156 6.1

a CH4 was not detected at DP TM ¼ 60 kPa.
b N2, CO, CH4 were not detected at DP TM ¼ 60 kPa.
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(Mixture 2) if compared with pure hydrogen permeance. N2 permeance, instead, in mixture and as pure gas
was approximately the same.

Initially, permeation tests were carried out on Mixture 1 at T ¼ 157 8C and DP TM ¼ 60 kPa. In these
conditions hydrogen permeance was dramatically decreased with respect to pure gas and the stage-cut was
about 2.5%. The actual SF (H2/N2) values were much lower than the ideal SF.

After the mixture permeation a hydrogen permeation test at T ¼ 157 8C and DP TM ¼ 60 kPa was repeated,
confirming the permeance of the previous corresponding experiment. Therefore, the membrane was not
modified by the mixture permeation; however, slow diffusing nitrogen molecules block the passage to the
fast diffusing H2 molecules.

New permeation tests with Mixture 1 were carried out increasing DP TM up to 200 kPa: in this way, the
stage-cut was equal to 23.3% and the actual-SF reached the value of 9.5.

Other permeation tests were carried with Mixture 2, richer in hydrogen than Mixture 1. Increasing DP TM

from 60 up to 200 kPa, the stage-cut varied from 14.3% up to 52.7%, while actual-SF remained almost the
same (6.5 and 7.1, respectively).

The UniTwente 4 membrane was tested, after the mixture permeation, feeding pure H2 and N2 and imposing
a DP TM of 60, 200 and 300 kPa. The permeances measured, particularly for N2, resulted almost
independent of DP TM and only a little reduction in hydrogen permeance (272 nmol/m2 s Pa) with respect to
the first permeation test (299 nmol/m2 s Pa) was observed.

However, another effect that must be taken into account is the seal used for this membrane by the University
of Twente that is not completely stable (it cannot be used above 200 8C), thus influencing permeation data.
As observed by the University of Twente, at a high temperature, volatile constituents from this seal can
narrow the membrane pores causing a little permeation decrease with time; the “selectivity is not
influenced” by the “seal effect”, while in the present experiments also the ideal SF decreases, since only H2

and not N2 permeance decreased.

The UniTwente 5 permeance does not significantly depend on temperature; at 250 8C H2 permeance
increased with DP TM while that of N2 was almost constant. H2 and CH4 permeance measured at Twente

Figure 9: UniTwente 4—permeation measurements with pure gases and mixtures.
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University on the same membrane were 920 and 2.6 nmol/m2 s Pa, respectively, giving an ideal SF
(H2/CH4) of 354.

H2 permeance measured for the UniTwente 5 in reaction tests was about the same as measured for pure
hydrogen in permeation tests. After reaction tests, other permeation experiments were carried out to
investigate the effect of steam exposure. An increase in hydrogen permeance was observed, suggesting pore
enlargement. The same effect was found by Giessler et al. [8]. Some permeation tests were repeated on the
UniTwente 6 flat silica membrane after the reaction, showing no significant differences (Figure 10, Table 6).
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Figure 10: UniTwente 6—permeance vs. T before and after reaction.

TABLE 6
UNITWENTE 6—IDEAL SEPARATION FACTORS BEFORE AND AFTER REACTION

idealSF, - Before reaction After reaction

DP TM, kPa DP TM, kPa

60 120 60 60 120 200

T ¼ 153 8C T ¼ 186.5 8C

H2/CO2 14.9 14.2 14.2

H2/N2 1 11.5 1

H2/CH4 1 7.2 1 1 10.0 –

T ¼ 200 8C T ¼ 248.5 8C

H2/CO2 14.3 10.6 13.4 1 24.7 –

H2/N2 1 11.0 15.8 1 22.8 –

H2/CH4 1 7.4 1 1 16.1 –
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MR Experiments Using UniTwente Membranes
MR measurements on the UniTwente 1 membrane were carried out at different temperatures (210–265 8C)
and varying space velocity (from 826 to 1776 h21), maintaining 19.4 g of catalyst. A H2O/CO feed molar
ratio (m) equal to 1 and a sweep factor (I) equal to 1 were the values of the other parameters. The reactants
were fed on the annulus side.

An increase in the operating temperature reduces the distance from the TR-EC (Figure 11). In particular, CO
conversion was slightly higher than the equilibrium prediction for TR at the lowest SV (828 h21) and at the
highest temperature considered (265 8C).

In order to operate at a higher reaction rate, a temperature up to 320 8C was used (Figure 12). In addition,
reaction pressure higher than atmospheric value (up to 550 kPa) was used, thus moving towards industrial
specifications. In the temperature range 260–320 8C, CO conversion presents a maximum: kinetics is the
rate determining step up to 280 8C, then the behavior follows the thermodynamic equilibrium. For a
temperature higher than 250 8C the MR conversion was always higher than the TR-EC limit.

Reaction pressure has a positive effect on MR CO conversion: an increase from 175 to 200 kPa produced a
higher conversion for the same sweep factor value (4).

Since the reaction pressure had a positive effect on CO conversion, other reaction experiments were aimed
to increase the reaction pressure up to 550 kPa. Figure 13 reports the experimental data obtained for
a reaction pressure of 300 kPa. In this case, the higher P Reaction allowed MR CO conversion higher than
TR-EC even at a high SV (1823 h21). A clear positive effect of increasing the sweep factor (0–2) can be
also observed.

Higher reaction pressures (500 and 550 kPa) produced a higher CO conversion (Figure 14), above the TR-
EC limit, also at I ¼ 1: Increasing SV from 1830 to 2017 h21 no significant CO conversion improvement
was observed.

Figure 11: UniTwente 1—CO conversion vs. T.
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Figure 12: UniTwente 1—CO conversion vs. T. m ¼ 1.03, SV ¼ 826 h21. Average values (symbols) and

mass balance on carbon (connected horizontal dash).

Figure 13: UniTwente 1—CO conversion vs. T. m ¼ 0.96, SV ¼ 1823 h21, P Reaction ¼ 300 kPa. Average

values (symbols) and mass balance on carbon (connected horizontal dash).
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Reaction tests were carried out on the UniTwente 5 at T ¼ 300 8C, P Reaction ¼ 300 kPa and
SV ¼ 1918 h21, varying the sweep factor, which had a negative effect on CO conversion (Figure 15).

Reaction tests were carried out on the UniTwente 6 flat silica membrane at 220 8C and at 250 8C (as
suggested by the University of Twente, the operating temperature was lower than 250 8C). The experimental
data at two different SV values and changing the sweep factor are reported in Figure 16. MR CO conversion
at 220 8C was lower than the TR-EC and no significant improvements were found by halving the space
velocity (from 1799 to 901 h21). Increasing the temperature at 250 8C at the lowest space velocity (901 h21)
the TR-EC was overcome.

It is important to note the SV effect: at a lower SV value (901 h21) there is a thermodynamic control with a
CO conversion overcoming TR-EC limit, while at a higher SV value (1799 h21) kinetics is controlling.
However, as already observed for UniTwente 5 membrane, the increase in sweep factor had a negative
effect on CO conversion.

MR Experiments Using Pd-based Membranes Supplied by University of Zaragoza
The tubular membranes (ID ¼ 7 mm, OD ¼ 10 mm, length ¼ 60 mm) supplied by Zaragoza University
have a Pd film on a zeolite A layer realized on a commercial alumina tube.

In zeolite A microporous membranes smaller molecules permeate faster through the membrane, with an
improved H2 permeance due to the Pd presence.

Permeation Experiments Using UniZaragoza Membranes
Pd-based membranes supplied by the University of Zaragoza were characterized by means of permeation
tests with single gases (H2, N2, CO2 and CH4). Table 7 reports the results obtained at different temperatures.

Figure 14: UniTwente 1—CO conversion vs. T. m ¼ 1.03, I ¼ 1.0.
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Figure 15: UniTwente 5—CO conversion vs. sweep factor at 300 8C. m ¼ 1.04, SV ¼ 1918 h21,

P Reaction ¼ 300 kPa, DP TM ¼ 100 kPa. Average values (symbols) and mass balance on carbon (connected

horizontal dash).

Figure 16: UniTwente 6—CO conversion vs. T : Average values (symbols) and mass balance on carbon

(connected horizontal dash).
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The UniZaragoza 1 was tested following the pressure drop method (DP TM ¼ 50 kPa), while for the
UniZaragoza 2 the concentration gradient method was adopted, since Zaragoza University suggested
maintaining DP TM ¼ 0.

The experimental data for the UniZararagoza 1 showed that H2 is the most permeable species and its
permeance increases slightly with temperature. Also, for the UniZaragoza 2 H2 was much permeable than
CO2; furthermore, the sweep gas increased the permeating fluxes.

MR Experiments Using UniZaragoza Membranes
Reaction experiments on the UniZaragoza 2 membrane were performed at 260, 288, 307, 338 8C, varying
the sweep factor (1–4); no DP TM was employed. The catalyst weight was 1.02 g.

In Figure 17 the reaction data obtained at SV ¼ 1104 h21 are reported. The effect of an increase in the
operating temperature is an increase in the CO conversion up to 307 8C. A further increase in the
reaction temperature up to 338 8C resulted in experimental points following the thermodynamic trend
of the TR equilibrium. CO conversion higher than the TR-EC limit was obtained at 307–338 8C,
depending on the sweep factor. At the lowest sweep factor value ðI ¼ 1Þ CO conversion was below
the TR equilibrium. Particularly, at I ¼ 2; an increase in the operating temperature allowed significant
improvements in CO conversion with respect to a TR. For I ¼ 3; 4 better conversions, slightly above
TR-EC, were obtained.

An increase in SV (1906 h21) results in a CO conversion lower than TR-EC (Figure 18). For an ideal
membrane, an increase in CO conversion is predicted with the sweep factor increase. The beneficial
effect of the sweep factor increase was observed also at 307 8C, but only at the lowest SV considered
(1104 h21). However, working at SV ¼ 1906 h21, a decreasing trend with the sweep factor was
observed.

TR Experiments
WGS reaction tests were also carried out using a tubular TR in which the low temperature shift catalyst was
packed. The reaction temperature was measured by means of a thermocouple inserted in the catalyst bed.
These reaction experiments were performed at a high SV (15,500 h21).

TR characteristics are: ID ¼ 7 mm, reactor length ¼ 50 mm, reactor volume ¼ 1.92 cm3, catalyst
weight ¼ 1.9 g. The operating variables were the following: T ¼ 214–325 8C, SV ¼ 1890–15,050 h21.

Reaction experimental data at m ¼ 0.98 are reported in Figure 19. The data obtained at SV ¼ 2220 h21

showed an increasing CO conversion with T. In particular, a conversion value close to the TR-EC was
obtained at 265 8C. The same trend was observed for the data obtained at a high SV (15,050 h21); therefore,
kinetics was controlling at the two SV values.

TABLE 7
UNIZARAGOZA MEMBRANES—PERMEATION EXPERIMENTS

Membrane T, 8C Sweep, mmol/s Permeance, nmol/m2 s Pa idealSF -

H2 N2 CO2 CH4 H2/N2

UniZaragoza 1 150 – 117 42 – – 2.80

200 – 125 42 42 67 3.00

UniZaragoza 2 255 16.6 113 56

51.4 124 59

52.1 154 100

P Permeate ¼ 101 kPa.
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However, the data obtained at a high SV (15,050 h21) showed a consistent reduction in CO conversion.
The space velocity increase, in fact, determines a decrease in the residence time of the reagents on the
catalytic bed; as a consequence, CO conversion is low and far from the equilibrium curve, even at
temperatures up to 320 8C.
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Figure 18: UniZaragoza 2—CO conversion vs. temperature at SV 5 1906 h21.
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Figure 17: UniZaragoza 2—CO conversion vs. temperature at SV 5 1104 h21.
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CONCLUSIONS

The experimental work provided valuable information about the different membrane types (Pd/Ag supplied
by SINTEF (Norway), silica by the University of Twente (The Netherlands) and Pd-based membranes by
the University of Zaragoza (Spain)) and gave useful experimental information on the membrane WGS
reactor concept.

The influence of different parameters on MR CO conversion, such as temperature, pressures, space velocity,
sweep factor and partial pressure difference was investigated.

Initial tests were performed with a pure CO and H2O mixture which is not a realistic feed to a WGS reactor
and might lead to hot spots on the catalyst surface. Successive experiments involved either a traditional
WGS reactor upstream of the MR or a synthesized gas mixture similar to the product gas from an oxygen-
blown ATR (20% CO, 20% H2O, 10% CO2, 50% H2), which gave a more realistic indication of the MR
performance in an industrial application.

Temperature plays a very important role on the MR. The rate determining step, at a low temperature, is the
kinetics; the membrane is not profitably utilized for the low H2 concentration and even if the MR CO
conversion is higher than that of a TR, it does not overcome the TR-EC. A high temperature and a low SV allow
the thermodynamic limit of a TR to be overcome. Furthermore, increasing theDP TM (up to 200 kPa), the CO
conversion resulted above the TR-EC limit, also at high SV (,2000 h21), confirming the interest in MRs.

The CO conversion measured in MRs (using the membranes supplied by all the three partners) overcame the
TR-EC limit, depending on the operating parameters: mainly temperature and space velocity. In particular,
since WGS reaction has a low kinetic rate, better results were achieved working at a lower SV and higher
temperatures (.250 8C), e.g. 95% CO conversion was reached at 280 8C.

The Pd-based tubular membranes supplied by SINTEF showed how the use of an MR, allowing H2

separation, gives the possibility of overcoming the CO TR-EC at a temperature higher than 250 8C. Better

Figure 19: CO conversion vs. T in TR. Average values (symbols) and mass balance on carbon

(connected horizontal dash).
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results were achieved adopting a configuration that couples a TR and an MR: the rate determining step
changed from kinetics (only MR) to thermodynamic one (TR þ MR). As a consequence, higher CO
conversion values were obtained working at the lowest experimental temperature. A complete CO
conversion was reached using a TR þ MR configuration at SVMR ¼ 482 h21 and I ¼ 4:5; however, an
interesting CO conversion, well above the TR-EC limit, was achieved in the same configuration
(TR þ MR) at a higher SVMR ¼ 1770 h21. Successive experiments, using an “ATR exit þ Extra Steam”
stream, allowed a significant improvement with respect to the TR-EC limit.

H2 was the most permeable species in (tubular and flat) silica membranes supplied by the University of
Twente. The reaction measurements were performed in a wide range of operating parameters (e.g. 210–
320 8C, 100–550 kPa, 826–2,000 h21). CO conversion measured in MRs overcame the CO TR-EC at
temperature $250 8C. The positive effect of the reaction pressure was also observed: with the UniTwente 1
membrane: by increasing the reaction pressure (up to 550 kPa) CO conversion was over the thermodynamic
TR-EC at temperature higher than 250 8C.

Also, in Pd-based membranes supplied by the University of Zaragoza H2 was the most permeable species.
As suggested by the University of Zaragoza, no DP TM was used during reaction tests (performed in the
temperature range 260–338 8C) to avoid any membrane damage. However, also in this case, CO TR-EC
was slightly overcome, depending on the operating conditions, particularly at low SV and high sweep
factor. An increase in the operating temperature allowed improvements in CO conversion with respect to a
TR up to 307 8C; at higher temperature no significant improvement was observed.

Reaction experiments were also performed on TR with SV values up to 15,050 h21. These data evidenced
the negative effect of an SV increase on the CO conversion. A high SV determines a low residence time and,
as a consequence, CO conversion is low and far from the equilibrium curve even at a high temperature.

NOMENCLATURE

MR Membrane reactor
TR Traditional reactor
TR-EC TR equilibrium conversion, the maximum conversion

achievable in a TR

List of Symbols
F Molar flow rate [mol/s]

I ¼ FSweep

FFeed
CO

Sweep factor: ratio between flow rate of sweep gas and
reference component [2 ]

J Permeation flux [mol/m2 s]
m Feed molar ratio H2O/CO [2]
P Pressure [Pa]

Permeancei ¼
Permeating Fluxi

DPTM
i

Permeance [mol/m2 s Pa]

Q Volumetric flow rate [cm3(STP)/min]

actualSF ¼
ðxi=xjÞPermeate

ðxi=xjÞRetentate
Separation factor, measured for gas mixture [2]

idealSF ¼ Permeancei

Permeancej

Separation factor, measured as pure gases [2]

SVMR ¼
QFeed

VCatalyst

MR space velocity [h21]

SVTR ¼
QFeed

VCatalyst

TR space velocity [h21]
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T Temperature [8C]

DPTM
i ¼ ððPFeed þ PRetentateÞi

2 ðPSweep þ PPermeateÞiÞ=2

Trans-membrane difference of species partial pressure [Pa]

q ¼ FPermeate

FFeed
¼ QPermeate

QFeed
Stage-cut [2 ]

qi ¼
FPermeate

i

FFeed
i

¼ QPermeate
i

QFeed
i

Stage-cut for the ith species [2]

Superscript
Feed Inlet stream on reaction side
Permeate Outlet stream on permeation side
Retentate Outlet stream on reaction side
Sweep Inlet stream on permeation side
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